
Subject: --- Postings ---
Posted by Anonymous on Tue, 04 Mar 1986 01:31:00 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Originally posted by: nep.pgelhausen&#64AMES-VMSB.ARPA

Article-I.D.: ucbvax.8603040209.AA07164
Posted: Mon Mar  3 20:31:00 1986
Date-Received: Wed, 5-Mar-86 04:07:07 EST
Sender: daemon@ucbvax.BERKELEY.EDU
Reply-To: nep.pgelhausen@ames-vmsb.ARPA
Organization: The ARPA Internet
Lines: 43

Ok, there have been some mis-postings, and some (largly inaccurate)
flames about them.  Let's lay out the ground rules:

   1) INFO-ATARI8 is for the 8-bit machines
   2) INFO-ATARI16 is for the 16-bit machines
   3) INFO-ATARI is currently synonymous with INFO-ATARI8
      (contrary to the recent flame, messages are not
      posted FROM INFO-ATARI, they are posted TO INFO-ATARI)
   4) INFO-ATARI8-REQUEST, INFO-ATARI16-REQUEST, and INFO-ATARI-REQUEST
      are ONLY for posting bookkeeping notes to.  Add to list.  Drop
      from list.  They are NOT for posting messages to, hoping someone
      there will figure out where it should go for you.  Lets use a
      little judgement and keep our mailing list operators lives a
      little easier.

My own vote is that INFO-ATARI (no number) should be a master post to
both 8 & 16 bit lists, and used for general interest items.  This is,
however, only my opinion on how it *should* be, and does not reflect
the current status of the mailing list.

There has been some misteaks on posting to the lists, but the flames
have been equally irresponsible.  There was a posting on INFO-ATARI8
about a letter from Electronic Arts that said they will start publishing
for the 8-bit machines again.  It ended with the hope that if we keep
up the pressure they will do some for the STs.  This was promptly flamed.
That flame was out of line.  The bulk of the message was about the 8-bit
programs they were about to start.  There was, however, a reply to this
msg about starting a boycott of EA, to spite them.  This was directed
to the ST owners, but due to the laziness of the poster (I am assuming
he used a 'reply' function in his mailer) it was posted only to the
INFO-ATARI8 list.  This too, was out of line.  A more recent flame
was complaining about a posting from 'INFO-ATARI ... the ones who
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split the list'.  This is flat-out wrong.  As I pointed out above
the INFO-ATARI address is synonymous with INFO-ATARI8.  It was addressed
wrong, but it was NOT from 'the guys who split the list'.

How about we all be a little more responsible both with our addresses
AND our hair-trigger responses when something goes wrong?

			-Richard Hartman
			max.hartman@ames-vmsb
------
  

Subject: Re: --- Postings ---
Posted by freak on Tue, 04 Mar 1986 23:37:01 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Article-I.D.: ihlpa.1175
Posted: Tue Mar  4 18:37:01 1986
Date-Received: Wed, 5-Mar-86 05:57:07 EST
References: 
Organization: AT&T Bell Laboratories
Lines: 21

 >  
 >  Ok, there have been some mis-postings, and some (largly inaccurate)
 >  flames about them.  Let's lay out the ground rules:
 >  ...
 >  How about we all be a little more responsible both with our addresses
 >  AND our hair-trigger responses when something goes wrong?
 >  
 >  			-Richard Hartman
 >  			max.hartman@ames-vmsb

	WORKS FOR ME!!

From inside the Tesseract of
	Clancy Malloy
	(ihnp4!ihlpa!freak)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
| Everyone looked up and realized that we were only tenants of this world; |
|    We have been given a new lease, and a warning, from the landlord.     |
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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